GRADUATE DIVISION PROGRAMMING OVERVIEW

WINTER 2016

Communication and Presentation Skills Series

Stage Skills for Academic Presenters
  Jan 22 › 10a-12p › SRB MPR
  Jan 22 › 2-4p › SRB MPR
  A workshop on using the power of movement, body, and voice to engage an audience

Captivating an Audience with Your Research Story
  Feb 17 › 1-2:30p › Elings 1601
  Mar 7 › 2-3:30p › SRB MPR
  Led by Jeff Hanson from the Writing Program

Crafting Better Slides
  TBA, will be offered twice
  Workshop on how to create presentation slides that are informative and visually appealing

Soft Skills Workshops › TBA
Multi-part series on topics such as managing stress, increasing emotional intelligence, having difficult conversations, etc.

Finding Funding Workshops
  Jan 26 › 2-3p › SRB 2154
  Feb 23 › 2-3p › SRB 1103
  How to find resources and databases to fund your graduate career

Fundamentals of Grant Writing › Feb 10 › 12-1p › SRB 2154
Workshop on how to write a successful grant

Personal Finance Workshops
  Loans › Feb 10 › 1-2p › SRB 2154
  Taxes › Mar 1 › 1-2p › SRB 2154

Managing Your Digital Reputation Workshop › Jan 19 › 12:30-2p › SRB 2154
Covering both proactive and defensive strategies for maintaining a professional online presence

Crafting an Academic CV › Jan 28 › 1-2:30p › SRB 2154
Basic mechanics of creating a CV for academic and research-focused industry positions

Career Pathways › TBA
Panel discussion with professionals in a variety of non-academic fields
Likely topic for Winter: Jobs in Community Colleges

Conference Planning 101 Workshop › TBA
Introduction for graduate students and postdocs on how to organize a speaking event or conference

Graduate Writers’ Room › Jan 11-Mar 11 › MW 1-4p, TR 9a-12p › SRB 1103
A dedicated writing space for graduate students offering coffee, snacks, and moral support

Writing a Cover Letter for Academic Positions › Jan 13 › 12-1p › SRB 2154
Writing a Research Statement for Academic Positions › Jan 21 › 12-1p › SRB 2154
Introductions and Problem Statements › Jan 27 › 12-1p › SRB 2154
Creating a Research Poster › Feb 4 › 12-1p › SRB 2154